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We show that in three-dimensional (3D) topological metals, a subset of the van Hove singularities of the density of states sits exactly at the transitions between topological and trivial gapless phases. We may refer to these as topological van Hove singularities. By investigating two minimal models, we show that they originate from energy saddle points located between Weyl points with opposite chiralities, and we illustrate their topological nature through their magnetotransport properties in the ballistic regime. We exemplify the relation between van Hove singularities and topological phase transitions in Weyl systems by analyzing the 3D Hofstadter model, which offers a simple and interesting playground to consider different kinds of Weyl metals and to understand the features of their density of states. In this model, as a function of the magnetic flux, the occurrence of topological van Hove singularities can be explicitly checked.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weyl semimetals [1,2] are the simplest three-dimensional (3D) systems that combine a gapless spectrum with topological features. They are characterized by pairs of low-energy bulk excitations with linear dispersion, whose dynamics is described by the gapless Weyl equation. When their chemical potential matches the energy of the Weyl band-touching points, the Fermi surface shrinks to a discrete set of bulk points, and the low-energy transport properties are dominated by the topological surface features.

By shifting the chemical potential away from the Weyl points, the Fermi surface becomes in general a collection of two-dimensional (2D) Fermi sheets [3–5] surrounding, in momentum space, each band-touching point. They are characterized by a nonzero Chern number, such that this state of matter is referred to as topological metal [6]. With suitable boundaries, topological metals are characterized by protected chiral surface states and the corresponding anomalous Hall conductivity. By varying the chemical potential further away, the Fermi sheets typically merge, recovering trivial topological metallic states. This process not only constitutes a Lifshitz transition [7], due to the change of the topology of the Fermi surface, but it can also be seen as a topological phase transition (TPT) between two gapless states of matter, due to the change of the topological invariants associated with the Berry fluxes of the Fermi surface [8]. Therefore, not all the Lifshitz transitions are topological in this sense, and in the following we will refer to the nontopological Lifshitz transitions as standard Lifshitz transitions. In this article, we show that the TPTs between Weyl and trivial metallic phases are accompanied by van Hove (VH) singularities, as in the case of standard Lifshitz transitions, and they are signaled, in general, by peculiar magnetotransport features resulting from the vanishing chiral anomaly (see also [9]).

The first realizations of Weyl semimetals in solid-state compounds [10–12] have been accompanied by successful implementations of their bosonic counterparts in photonic crystals [13,14] and ultracold quantum gases [15]. Many artificial quantum materials have indeed been proposed for the simulation of topological semimetal, including, for instance, multiterminal Josephson junctions [16–19].

Proposals based on artificial quantum materials typically take advantage of the high level of tunability of their physical parameters. An important example is provided by the possibility of introducing sizable magnetic fluxes piercing the plaquettes of artificial crystals. For instance, moiré superlattices have been successfully used to explore features of the Hofstadter model [20]. These developments inspired the study of Weyl semimetals with lattice models characterized by strong magnetic fluxes [21–28]. Even higher-dimensional extensions have been investigated, using synthetic dimensions or topological charge pumps [29–31].

The possibility of obtaining novel TPTs through the introduction of strong magnetic fluxes has been recently
investigated in 2D Chern insulators [32,33]. In [33], in particular, it was discussed how VH singularities in proximity to 2D Dirac points may cause TPTs with a large variation of the Chern number under small changes of the magnetic flux.

In 3D gapless systems, TPTs can be defined by changes of the topological invariants of the Fermi sheets, occurring at specific singular points. Additionally, Fermi surface singularities result in the presence of VH points, namely discontinuities in the energy derivative of the density of states (DOS). One can have a change in the topology of the Fermi surface, thus a Lifshitz transition [7], without a TPT. Therefore, not all the VH points are associated with TPTs. We will show that the TPTs between 3D topological and trivial metals, occurring when the chemical potential is varied, are characterized and accompanied by the appearance of VH singularities in the DOS.

As a case study, we will consider the 3D Hofstadter model, which offers a useful playground for modeling several topological metallic phases. Our choice is inspired by the recent progress in the engineering of quantum matter in artificial lattices with large effective magnetic fluxes, which encompasses many branches of many-body physics [34], including driven ultracold atoms trapped in an optical lattice [35–39], molecular nanostructures built with scanning tunneling microscopes [40,41], moiré double-layer heterostructures [20,42], and photonic crystals [43].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the main general concept by analyzing a continuum model showing ideal Weyl points. In Sec. III we discuss some characteristic properties of the TPTs based on their chiral anomaly signatures; in particular, we investigate the ballistic magnetotransport features of two toy models in proximity to the TPTs. In Sec. IV we introduce the 3D Hofstadter model, and we present our result for generic magnetic fluxes. In Sec. V we summarize and present our conclusions. The Appendixes contain some details and computations for the Hofstadter model at different fluxes.

II. GENERAL CONCEPT

To begin our discussion, we use the minimal two-band toy model [4,44–46] defined by

\[ H(k) = \frac{v}{2k_0} \left( k_x^2 - k_y^2 \right) \sigma_x + vk_x \sigma_y + vk_y \sigma_x - \mu. \]  

(1)

For \( \mu = 0 \), the Hamiltonian (1) describes a Weyl semimetal with two Weyl points of opposite topological charges located at \( \mathbf{k}_W = (\pm k_0, 0, 0) \). Their linear dispersion is characterized by the same velocity \( v \) in all directions, and the corresponding DOS quadratically vanishes at zero energy. For small variations of \( \mu \), the Fermi surface is composed by two (almost) spherical Fermi sheets of radius \( |\mu|/v \) centered on each Weyl point. These Fermi sheets are characterized by numbers \( \pm 1 \), matching the Weyl topological charges; thus the system is a topological metal [3–6]. This topological phase survives until \( |\mu| = vk_0/2 \) (magenta lines in Fig. 1). Here, the two Fermi sheets become connected in the point \( \mathbf{k}_c = (0, 0, 0) \), with the result that the protected surface states completely overlap in momentum space with the zero-energy bulk states. For \( |\mu| \geq vk_0/2 \), there are paths within the Fermi surface connecting in momentum space the two Weyl points. \( E_s \equiv vk_0/2 \) is the minimum value of \( |\mu| \) such that these paths open, and, as a result, for \( |\mu| = E_s \), the Fermi surface becomes a single connected surface with Chern number zero, since it encloses two Weyl points with opposite charges. This is indeed a TPT between a topological metal at \( |\mu| < E_s \) and a trivial metal for \( |\mu| > E_s \).

In momentum space, \( \mathbf{k}_c \) constitutes a saddle point for the energies of both bands, hence it gives rise to two VH singularities in the DOS \( \rho(\epsilon) \) of the system at energies \( \pm E_s \), which correspond to discontinuities in the derivative \( d\rho/d\epsilon \), as shown in Fig. 1. These VH singularities can be observed through bulk transport measurements or the investigation of optical properties via ARPES techniques [47–49].

The concurrence of the TPT between topological and trivial metals and the appearance of a VH singularity in the DOS of the system is a general feature of Weyl metals. To be more specific, let us consider two energy bands connected by two Weyl points with opposite topological charges. These Weyl points may have different energies and different velocities (we exclude, however, the case of strongly tilted type-II Weyl points [50,51]). For each path \( \mathcal{K} \) between these two band-touching points in momentum space, we can associate the differentiable function \( \epsilon(\mathbf{k}) \) with \( \mathbf{k} \in \mathcal{K} \), describing the lowest band energy along \( \mathcal{K} \) (analogous results are obtained for the highest bands). The Weyl points are local maxima of the energy. Therefore, for each \( \mathcal{K} \) there exists at least one global minimum \( \epsilon(\mathbf{k}_{\text{min}}) \). The TPT is located at \( \mu = E_s \), where \( E_s \) is the maximum of the energy minima \( \epsilon(\mathbf{k}_{\text{min}}) \) over the paths \( \mathcal{K} \). This implies that \( V_1\epsilon(\mathbf{k}_s) = 0 \). Then, \( E_s \) is a minimum of the energy along a path \( \mathcal{K} \), but a maximum of the energy against variations of the path. Thus, in the most common scenario it corresponds to a saddle point, and the vanishing of the velocity in this point causes a VH singularity at \( \epsilon = E_s \) (other situations with stronger VH singularities are possible as well).

The previous argument can also be rephrased by applying the Morse theory [52] to the differentiable function \( \epsilon(\mathbf{k}) \). In this framework, the critical points of \( \epsilon(\mathbf{k}) \), such that \( \nabla_1 \epsilon(\mathbf{k}) = 0 \), correspond to a change in the topology of the level sets of the function, i.e., the Fermi surfaces. In addition, the presence of the Weyl points ensures the change in the Chern number giving rise to a TPT. In realistic tight-binding models, however, several additional VH singularities may appear that are
not related to TPTs and that correspond to standard Lifshitz transitions. Therefore, in the following we will distinguish topological VH singularities from trivial VH singularities.

The topological VH singularities we discussed so far are based on a variation of the Chern number of the Fermi sheets by ±1. More complicated scenarios may be verified in systems presenting multi-Weyl points [53–57], or other kinds of band touching points with multiple topological charges [58–60].

Let us consider, for instance, the case of double Weyl points with topological charge ±2. In these models, characterized by the presence of additional symmetries, additional topological VH singularities can appear that are associated with the merging of two Fermi sheets with Chern numbers ±2. The set of topological phase transitions in these gapless systems, however, is richer: when considering models with multiple bands, further band touching points may cause topological phase transitions in which a Fermi sheet with Chern number ±2 split into two sheets with Chern number ±1. These kinds of TPTs are not associated with VH singularities because they occur in correspondence with Weyl points connecting different bands, rather than saddle points appearing in a single band.

III. SIGNATURES OF THE CHIRAL ANOMALY IN THE TOPOLOGICAL PHASES

Across a TPT, the topological invariants associated with the Fermi sheets change: in a topological metallic phase, the system presents disjoint Fermi sheets with different Chern numbers, which give rise to signatures associated with the onset of chiral anomaly [6]. Chiral anomaly is indeed one of the main distinguishing features of the topological phases, and in the following we investigate the related response of a Weyl system upon the introduction of parallel magnetic and electric fields, when the chemical potential varies across a TPT.

We refer in particular to the toy model in Eq. (1), and we consider the application of a magnetic field along the direction of the Weyl points, i.e., $\mathbf{B} = B\hat{x}$. The dispersion of the corresponding Landau levels $\varepsilon_n^\pm(k_x)$ is easily calculated as a function of $B$ [9]:

$$\varepsilon_n^\pm(k_x) = \pm Bn + \frac{v^2 (k_x^2 - k_0^2)^2}{4k_0^2}, \quad (2)$$

and

$$\varepsilon_0(k_x) = -\nu \text{sgn}(B) \frac{k_x^2 - k_0^2}{2k_0}. \quad (3)$$

The Landau level at $n = 0$ displays an opposite chiral behavior in proximity to the two Weyl points at $k_x = \pm k_0$. This chirality is exchanged when changing the sign of the magnetic field $B$, as a result of the different wave function of the $n = 0$ Landau level. Hereafter we fix $B < 0$, but the following considerations hold for $B > 0$ and opposite energies. At fixed magnetic field, we can distinguish different regimes of the system depending on $\mu$.

For weak magnetic fields $|B| < B_c = E_s^2$, the system is gapless for any $\mu$, and indeed in Fig. 2(a) there is at least one partially filled Landau level for any chemical potential. In this case, for $\mu < -E_s$ only nonchiral Landau levels contribute to the zero-temperature conductance of the system, while for $\mu > -E_s$ also the chiral $n = 0$ Landau level conducts. Based on the construction by Nielsen and Ninomiya [61], we conclude that the conservation of chirality of the bulk states is broken for $\mu > -E_s$.

At stronger fields, $|B| > B_c$ (the so-called quantum limit), the situation is qualitatively different and we can identify four regimes: for $\mu \geq B$ [see $\mu_2$ in Fig. 2(b)] all the Landau levels $\varepsilon_n^\pm(k_x)$ contribute to the zero-temperature conductance; for $\mu \in [-E_s, \sqrt{B}]$ [see $\mu_1$ in Fig. 2(b)] only the chiral Landau level contributes to the bulk conductance; for $\mu < -E_s$ [see $\mu_0$ in Fig. 2(b)] an insulating phase appears; for other values of $\mu$ only the nonchiral Landau levels $\varepsilon_n^\pm(k_x)$ conduct.

In summary, for the trivial phase at $|\mu| > E_s$ there exists a critical value of the magnetic field amplitude $B_c$, above which an insulating phase appears. Within the topological

---

FIG. 2. Landau levels $\varepsilon_n(k_x)$ at fixed $k_y = k_z = 0$, up to $n = 5$, in the case of negative magnetic field in the two regimes $|B| < B_c$ (a) and $|B| > B_c$ (b). The chiral Landau level ($n = 0$) is plotted in blue. For large magnetic fields, we distinguish the three regimes discussed in the main text: $\mu_0 \in (-\sqrt{|B|}, E_s)$ (brown dashed line), $\mu_1 \in [E_s, \sqrt{|B|})$ (gray dashed line), and $\mu_2 \geq \sqrt{|B|}$ (magenta dashed line).
phase at $|\mu| < E_s$, instead, the chiral Landau levels always contributes to the magnetoelectric transport, and in particular the system displays chiral anomaly. Another consequence of chiral anomaly is that in the topological phase for $|\mu| < E_s$, the system necessarily displays chiral Fermi arcs localized on any surface parallel to $\hat{x}$. In the trivial phase $|\mu| > E_s$, the Fermi arcs may instead vanish depending on the surface properties [46]. This implies that the topological phase necessarily displays anomalous Hall conductivity, which, instead, may vanish in the trivial phase.

The above argument relies on the assumption of an ideal Weyl semimetal with a single pair of Weyl points. In the following, we extend it to a more general class of Weyl systems, characterized by multiple pairs of Weyl points.

We focus in particular on systems displaying a collection of well-separated Weyl dipoles, each constituted by two Weyl points with opposite charges displaced by a small magnetic distance. Our analysis of the Landau levels in Eqs. (2),(3) can indeed be generalized to Hamiltonians of the form $H(k) = \sum_{j=\sigma=x,y,z} \hat{g}_j(k_j) \sigma_j - \mu$, and, to present a concrete example, we consider the following model of spin 1/2 fermions on a cubic lattice:

$$
H_{\text{lat}} = -\frac{v}{2 \sin k_0} \sum_r \left( c_r^\dagger \sigma_x c_r + \text{H.c.} \right) + v \cot k_0 \sum_r c_r^\dagger \sigma_x c_r - \mu \sum_r c_r^\dagger c_r + \frac{v}{2} \sum_{j=y,z} \sum_r (i e^{-i j r} (c_{r+j}^\dagger \sigma_j c_r + \text{H.c.})). \tag{4}
$$

Here and in the following we set the lattice spacing to unit value. When the phases $\theta_j$ vanish, no magnetic field is present and the model displays four Weyl dipoles at $\mu = 0$, each oriented along $k_z$ and with charges separated by $2k_0$, which we assume to be much smaller than $\pi$. In this case, $H_{\text{lat}}$ describes a system that replicates four times the toy model in Eq. (1), with the four Weyl dipoles displaced by $\pi$ in the $k_y$ and $k_z$ directions of the BZ, and characterized by alternating orientations. The topological VH singularities lie at energy $E_s = v \tan(k_0/2)$.

The Peierls phases $\theta_j$ introduce a magnetic field in the system, and, analogously to the previous example, we consider a magnetic field $B = B\hat{x}$ parallel to the Weyl dipoles. We adopt the Landau gauge, and we set $\theta_j(r) = 0$ and $\theta_j(r) = By$. In this case, $k_x$, $k_y$ are conserved momenta, and the problem is effectively reduced to a collection of 1D systems:

$$
H(k_x, k_y) = \frac{v}{2} \sum_y \left( i c_{y+1}^\dagger \sigma_x c_y + \text{H.c.} \right) - v \sum_y c_y^\dagger \left[ \frac{(\cos k_x - \cos k_0)}{\sin k_0} \right] \sigma_x + \sin (k_z + By) \sigma_z + \mu c_y. \tag{5}
$$

This choice of the magnetic field gives rise to a set of Landau levels for each Weyl dipole, analogous to the ones discussed for the ideal Weyl model. In particular, we expect two chiral Landau levels approaching zero energy and $k_z = \pm k_0$ for each chirality. Based on commensurability effects between $B$ and the Weyl point momentum distance, however, these chiral Landau levels may display avoided crossings, determined by the nonlinear momentum dependence along $k_y$ and $k_z$ of the original lattice model (see [62–64]). Depending on the value of $B$, these avoided crossings may affect all the chiral Landau levels, or only a subset (as in the case of Fig. 3), and they introduce a further energy scale in the problem, which we label with $\epsilon$. This splitting of the chiral Landau levels can be considerable (see Fig. 3) and was discussed in [62,64] for the ideal Weyl system (1) with a magnetic field orthogonal to the Weyl point separation. However, an estimate of this energy scale in our model is a nontrivial problem, related to the solution of the generalized Harper model obtained by setting $k_z = \pm k_0$ in Eq. (5). Intuitively, we expect that $\epsilon$ grows with $B$, and with the ratio $2k_0/\pi$ between the separation in momentum space of the Weyl points in the same dipole and the momentum distance of different dipoles, but given its nonmonotonic behavior in $B$, the ballistic transport properties of the system (5) are difficult to predict around zero energy.

Another effect of the nonlinear perturbations of the dispersion of the cones is that the critical field $B_c$ for the onset of the quantum limit decreases below $E_s^2$. For a weak splitting of the chiral Landau levels, at fixed $B \gtrsim B_c$, we identify four main regimes (see Fig. 3): (i) for $\mu \lesssim \epsilon$, the conductance depends on the detail of the splitting of the chiral Landau levels, and, for specific values of $B$ and system sizes, insulating phases may appear (consistently with the analysis in [62–64]). (ii) For $\epsilon \lesssim |\mu| \lesssim E_s$, instead, the chiral Landau levels stemming from all the monopoles contribute to the bulk conductance $G$ (see $\mu_0$ in Fig. 3); thus, in the limit of ballistic transport, $G = 4(e^2/h)(L^2/2\pi l_B^2)$, where $L^2$ is the area of the section of the system orthogonal to $B$, and $l_B$ is the magnetic length of the system. (iii) For $|\mu| \in (E_s, \epsilon_{1, \text{min}}]$, where $\epsilon_{1, \text{min}}$ is the minimum of the energy of the nonchiral Landau levels, only the chiral Landau levels with a given chirality contribute to the transport (see $\mu_1$ in Fig. 3), therefore
$G = 2(e^2/h)(L^2/2\pi l_p^2)$. (iv) Finally, for $|\mu| > \varepsilon_{1, \text{min}}$ also the Landau levels with $n \neq 0$ contribute to the conductance, increasing it at least by $AG = 4(e^2/h)(L^2/2\pi l_p^2)$. In conclusion, at $|\mu| = E_r$, we expect a considerable variation in the number of channels contributing to the magnetotransport properties of the system in the large magnetic field regime; this gives rise to a peculiar discontinuity in the conductivity, which drops from $G = 4(e^2/h)(L^2/2\pi l_p^2)$ on the topological side to $G = 2(e^2/h)(L^2/2\pi l_p^2)$ on the trivial side.

Importantly, the aforementioned transport features do not appear, in general, if the system undergoes a standard Lifshitz transition.

### IV. THE 3D HOFSTADTER MODEL

To investigate how trivial and topological metallic phases alternate in lattice models and the corresponding patterns of VH singularities, we consider, as a case study, the 3D Hofstadter model. Its Hamiltonian on a cubic lattice reads

$$H = -t \sum_{r,j} e^{i \theta_j} c_{r+j}^\dagger c_r + \text{H.c.}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here the Peierls phases $\theta_j$ define the magnetic fluxes across all plaquettes. We consider the case of commensurate magnetic fluxes $\Phi = 2\pi/n$ in all plaquettes ($n \in \mathbb{N}$), corresponding to a magnetic field $B = \Phi(1, 1, 1)$ in units of the magnetic flux quantum.

The 2D Hofstadter model [65] is a paradigmatic example for the study of Chern insulators and the quantum Hall effect. Its spectrum as a function of the magnetic flux is the celebrated fractal Hofstadter butterfly. The 3D cubic lattice version of the model presents a complex and fractal spectrum as well [66,67]. For $n = 2$, with $\pi$ flux, it realizes a Weyl semimetal at half-filling [21,23–25], which, in particular, does not break the physical time-reversal and space inversion symmetries [26]. For $n \neq 2$, time-reversal symmetry is broken and the system displays $n$ connected energy bands. The spectrum is in general symmetric around zero energy due to the chiral sublattice symmetry. Therefore, we can restrict our analysis to negative energies.

#### A. Varying the magnetic flux

To study the model (6), it is convenient to choose the Hasagawa gauge [22] $A(r) = \Phi(0, x - y, y - x)$ for the definition of the $\theta$ phases [68]. In the following, the behavior of the DOS, and the properties and location of the VH singularities, are studied for different values of $n \geq 2$.

The Weyl semimetal appearing at $n = 2$ is characterized by the band dispersion (see Appendix A)

$$\epsilon(k) = \pm 2t \sqrt{\cos^2 k_x + \cos^2 k_y + \cos^2 k_z},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

It presents four inequivalent Weyl nodes in the magnetic Brillouin zone (MBZ), at $k_{\text{w},n} = (\pm \pi/2, \pm \pi/2, \pi/2)$. When $|\mu| < E_r \equiv 2t$, the Fermi surface is composed of four sheets with Chern number $\pm 1$. As expected, at $\mu = \pm 2t$ the system undergoes a TPT, and the Fermi sheets merge in a single surface with vanishing Chern number. This phase transition is accompanied by a topological VH singularity, generated by the saddle points in $k_s = (\pm \pi/2, \pm \pi/2, 0)$ (and the corresponding permutations within the MBZ; see the brown dots in Fig. 4). In the lowest band, the energy Hessian $\partial^n \partial^\dagger \epsilon$ at the saddle points is diagonal with eigenvalues $2(1, -1, -1)$, corresponding indeed to a minimum of the energy along the line joining two opposite Weyl points and to a local maximum in the orthogonal directions (the opposite happens in the highest band).

By inspecting the DOS and the spectrum, we clearly see other singularities at $\epsilon = \pm 2\sqrt{3}t$ corresponding to additional saddle points at $(0, 0, \pi/2)$ and the analogous points; see Fig. 4. These additional VH singularities can be understood by considering the behavior of the system for $-2\sqrt{3}t < \mu < -2\sqrt{2}t$, close to the minimum of the lowest band. In this regime, the Fermi surface is constituted by inequivalent disconnected sheets in the MBZ surrounding each band minimum (upper left inset in Fig. 4). Each sheet has a vanishing Chern number. When $\mu = -2\sqrt{2}t$, these Fermi sheets merge in a single surface with zero Chern number (upper right inset in Fig. 4), and the corresponding saddle points of the spectrum have a diagonal Hessian with eigenvalues $2(1, 1, -1)$. The topology of the Fermi surface changes at this energy, thus the system undergoes a Lifshitz phase transition between two topologically trivial metallic phases [7]. Therefore, we label the VH singularities at $\mu = \pm 2\sqrt{2}t$ as topologically trivial.

Similar features characterize the Hofstadter model with $n = 3$. In this case, the three bands of the model are separated by inequivalent pairs of Weyl points: within the MBZ there are two Weyl cones between the first two bands located at energy $\epsilon = -\sqrt{3}t$ [22], and the symmetric cones between the second and the third band at $\epsilon = \sqrt{3}t$. The system is thus in a Weyl semimetal phase when the chemical potential matches these energy levels, and the DOS vanishes quadratically at $\epsilon = \pm \sqrt{3}t$. By varying $\mu$ around the Weyl points, the system is in a metallic Weyl phase with disconnected Fermi sheets; the lowest and highest bands behave qualitatively as the bands in the $n = 2$ model. The central band, instead, presents two TPTs from the topological phases at $|\mu| > t$ to a trivial phase for $|\mu| < t$. Besides these topological VH singularities, we can detect other VH singularities corresponding to local extrema of the three energy bands. At the level of the Fermi surface, these singularities signal the appearance of particle or hole pockets, thus of trivial Fermi sheets, and do not change the topological properties of the system.

Let now consider $n \geq 3$. For $n$ smaller than a “critical” value $n_c$, found to be $n_c = 8$, the DOS of the system shows isolated zeros at $\epsilon = \mp n_c \pi/31$, corresponding to Weyl points that separate the lowest (and the highest) energy bands from the others. This result for $n_c$ is consistent with the observation by Hasegawa [22] that, for $\Phi \lesssim 4\pi/31$, all the bands in the model overlap in energy. For $n < 8$, the filling at the Weyl point with negative energy is thus $\nu = \frac{1}{n}$, generalizing the well-known result for $n = 2$.

Around the energies $\epsilon_{w,n}$, the band structure is qualitatively similar to the $n = 2$ case: there are two energy thresholds $E_{r,n}^\pm$, corresponding to saddle points, which determine topological VH singularities, thus the system is in a topological metal phase for $E_{s,n}^- < |\mu| < E_{s,n}^+$. Additional trivial VH singularities appear at different energies, signaling trivial Lifshitz transitions.
The case $n = 4$ stands on its own, since a zero of the DOS is found also at $\epsilon = 0$, corresponding to two Weyl cones. These points overlap in energy with additional local extrema of the central bands, which are quadratically tangent to $\epsilon = 0$. As a consequence, in this case the DOS vanishes as $\rho(\epsilon) \sim \sqrt{|\epsilon|}$, and not quadratically, at $\epsilon = 0$, and the topological saddle points are doubled accordingly (see Appendix D). In particular, for $\mu \approx 0$, the Fermi surface is made by four disconnected sheets: two of them enclose the bands’ stationary points, with Chern numbers equal to zero, while the remaining enclose the Weyl points, with Chern number $\pm 1$.

Concerning smaller fluxes, i.e., $n \geq n_c$, $\rho(\epsilon)$ does not display any zero. As a consequence, there are ranges of $\mu$ for which the system is in a multiband metallic state, whose Fermi surface contains sheets generated from consecutive bands.

Nonetheless, the system presents Weyl points at the energy $\epsilon = E_{w1}$ between the first and the second band (and possibly between higher bands), whose presence is “hidden” by the band overlap. In this case an additional VH singularity appears, which is associated with the minimum of the second band, with energy $E_{m1} < E_{w1}$ (see Appendix C). This singularity signals a Lifshitz non-TPT between two topological metals, i.e., a single-band metal for $\mu < E_m$ and a multiband metal for $\mu > E_m$, which corresponds to the opening of an electron pocket. The topological VH singularity is located at the lower energy $E_{m1} < E_{w1}$. Similar hidden Weyl points appear also between the intermediate bands for $n = 5, 6, 7$.

Our results on the Weyl points and their corresponding topological VH singularities for the Hofstadter model with $n < 8$ are summarized in Table I.

To conclude this section, we comment about the characterization of the TPTs in the 3D Hofstadter model using the chiral anomaly ballistic transport signatures discussed above. The study of the magnetotransport in this model is a nontrivial task due to the commensurability effects induced by the presence of the magnetic field [27]. On general grounds, the Landau level analysis presented in Sec. III can be applied to the 3D Hofstadter model when considering small variations of the magnetic fluxes around a commensurate value in finite-size systems. In particular, a small flux perturbation of strength $|\delta \phi| = 2\pi/q$ around the value $\phi = 2\pi/n$ (with $q \gg n$) introduces a volume scale dependent on $q$ below which the Nielsen-Ninomiya argument for the appearance of the chiral anomaly is expected to hold, in analogy to similar results for the DOS obtained in [26,27]. A full analysis of the dependence on the magnetic perturbation of the Weyl points in the 3D Hofstadter model and their magnetotransport properties is a subject certainly deserving of further study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We showed that the topological phase transitions (TPTs) in Weyl metals are signaled by the appearance of van Hove (VH) singularities. As a function of the chemical potential, these transitions occur between a trivial phase, with a connected Fermi surface, and a topological phase, displaying disconnected Fermi sheets with nonzero Chern numbers. The related topological VH singularities manifest themselves as cusps in the DOS and are caused by the saddle points of the momentum space paths joining Weyl points with opposite chiralities. Their transport signatures may be enhanced for models displaying higher-order saddle points, whereas, in general, we expect them to vanish for strongly tilted (type-II) Weyl semimetals [50,51].

To characterize these TPTs between different metallic states, we investigated some of the effects of the chiral anomaly and the Landau level structure of these systems. Indeed, the chiral anomaly gives rise to peculiar behaviors in the magnetotransport of Weyl semimetals [69–72], and it allows us to distinguish topological and trivial phases. In particular, we studied the ballistic bulk magnetococonductance of relevant Weyl metal toy models. We verified that for sufficiently high magnetic fields with suitable orientation, the conductance of these systems displays a characteristic reduction by varying the chemical potential across a topological VH singularity from the topological to the trivial phase. In the case of ideal Weyl systems in this extreme quantum limit, insulating phases may appear in the trivial phase under strong magnetic fields.
TABLE I. Energies of the Weyl points and their associated topological VH singularities for $2 \leq n < 8$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Energy (Weyl points $\rightarrow$ boldface; topological VH singularities $\rightarrow$ red)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$-2.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$-2.42 - \sqrt{3} - 1.03$, $1.03 \sqrt{3} - 2.42$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$-2.70 - 2.17 - 1.63$, $0.34$, $0.34$, $1.63$, $2.17$, $2.70$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$-2.71 - 2.34 - 1.96$, $1.96$, $2.34$, $2.71$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$-2.67 - 2.43 - 2.18$, $2.18$, $2.43$, $2.67$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$-2.60 - 2.50 - 2.40$, $2.40$, $2.50$, $2.60$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[9,62–64]; for models with multiple pairs of Weyl points instead, the most common scenario corresponds to halving of the conductance. This discontinuity of the magnetoconductance is typical of the topological VH transitions, and it does not appear for standard Lifshitz transitions.

As an illustrative example of the onset of topological VH singularities, interesting per se, we investigated the Hofstadter model on a 3D cubic lattice as a function of the magnetic flux $\Phi$ of the form $\Phi = 2\pi m/n$, which hosts several trivial and topological gapless phases when $n$ is varied, and is relevant for the study of novel superconducting materials [73,74]. For $n < 8$, its lowest bands do not overlap, and we identified the TPTs by inspecting directly the singular points of the DOS. For $n \geq 8$ the bands overlap, and Lifshitz transitions between single and multiband metallic phases can be identified. Our analysis opens the possibility of defining a 3D analog of the Hofstadter butterfly by distinguishing it as a function of the flux and the chemical potential trivial and topological gapless phases.

Analogous features can be investigated for generic fluxes of the form $\Phi = 2\pi m/n$ and generic filling. For each $m > 1$, we expect the existence of a critical value of $n$, which separates phases without and with overlapping bands. In any case presenting Weyl cones between neighboring bands, TPTs are identified by the topological VH singularities. The behavior of the model for general $m/n$ is nontrivial due to the fractal nature of the spectrum; a natural question, however, would be to verify the existence of a general limit $\Phi_\alpha$ of the critical flux for large $m$ (and study its dependence on the filling).

Depending on the physical system of interest, the topological VH singularities discussed in this paper can be detected through different methods, e.g., ARPES techniques, scanning tunneling spectroscopy and microscopy, and optical and transport measurements [49]. The Hofstadter model can be realized in ultracold atom quantum simulations with artificial gauge fields [34–36,38]. In this context, several techniques have been successfully applied to detect the presence of band-touching points, including Landau-Zener scattering processes [75], interferometric experiments [76], and Bragg spectroscopy [77]. Furthermore, very recent works allow for the experimental realization of Weyl semimetals by engineering 2D and 3D spin-orbit couplings [15], presenting different methods to locate the position of the Weyl nodes in momentum space and to measure the Berry curvature [78].

Finally, we comment that it would be interesting to study the fate of the topological VH singularities and the associated topological phase transitions discussed here in the case of higher-order Weyl metals, such as the ones studied in [79,80], and when the dimension $D$ is increased. Moreover, a deserving line of activity could be the study of the role of the topological VH singularities in the determination of the superconducting/superfluid-metal critical temperature transition when an attractive interaction is introduced [74], especially when it may be tailored in order to preserve the topological properties.
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APPENDIX A: DIAGONALIZATION OF THE 3D HOFSTADTER MODEL IN MOMENTUM SPACE

The Hofstadter model on a cubic lattice can be solved in momentum space by taking advantage of the interplay between gauge and translational invariance in the presence of a commensurate background magnetic field. This allows for the introduction of the concept of a magnetic Brillouin zone (MBZ) [81], which can be defined for every choice of the gauge field $A(x)$. We will focus on the case of a magnetic field $\Phi = 2\pi n/m$ in all plaquettes ($n \in \mathbb{N}$), corresponding to a magnetic field $B = \Phi(1, 1, 1)$. Other fluxes, such as $\Phi = 2\pi m/n$ ($m \in \mathbb{N}$), or orientations of the magnetic field, such as $B \propto (0, 1, 1)$, yield analogous results.

Due to the presence of the Peierls phases in the Hamiltonian, the cubic lattice can be decomposed in a certain number of independent sublattices, depending on the gauge choice. This arbitrariness can be used to determine the gauge generating the smallest number of sublattices associated with $\Phi$, i.e., the integer $n$. As analyzed in [68], on a 3D cubic lattice the minimal number of sublattices is given by $n$, and a convenient gauge to work with is the Hasegawa gauge [22], given by

$$A(x) = \Phi(0, x - y, y - x).$$

Within this gauge choice, the MBZ is

$$\text{MBZ} : \quad k_x \in \left[ -\pi/n, \pi/n \right], \quad k_y \in \left[ -\pi/n, \pi/n \right],$$

$$k_z \in \left[ -\pi, \pi \right].$$

The Hamiltonian can be written in terms of smaller independent blocks, the so-called magnetic bands. For each sublattice
we have an associated band, and each one is $n$-fold degenerate. We observe that with $k \in \text{MBZ}$ the allowed values for the momenta are $N/n^2$, and for each of them the matrix to be diagonalized has size $n \times n$. We then get $N/n$ eigenvalues, each one with degeneracy $n$, matching the dimensionality of the problem in real space; see, e.g., [68].

The expression of the Hofstadter Hamiltonian in momentum space is

$$H = -t \sum_{k \in \text{MBZ}} \sum_{j,s} c_{s,k}^\dagger T_j c_{s',k} e^{-i k \cdot \hat{j}} + \text{H.c.}, \quad (A3)$$

where $s$ is an index labeling the sublattices, and the matrices $T_j$ are

$$T_x = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\ 0 & \cdots & 0 & 1 \\ 1 & \cdots & \cdots & 0 \end{pmatrix},$$

$$T_y = e^{-\pi} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & \cdots & 0 & \phi_0 \\ \phi_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\ 0 & 0 & \phi_{n-1} & 0 \end{pmatrix},$$

$$T_z = \begin{pmatrix} \phi_0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ 0 & \phi_{n-1} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots \\ 0 & 0 & \cdots & \phi_1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad (A4)$$

in the sublattice basis. In the previous expressions, we defined for the sake of simplicity $\phi_l = e^{i2\pi l/n}$, with $l = 0, \ldots, n-1$.

We observe that for $n \neq 2$ the matrices $T_j$ are not invariant by the conjugate operation, reflecting the fact that time-reversal symmetry is broken by the presence of the external magnetic field. Moreover, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6) has a chiral sublattice symmetry $c_r \rightarrow (-1)^{x+y+z} c_r$ that maps $H \rightarrow -H$. As a consequence, the model has a symmetric single-particle energy spectrum.

**APPENDIX B: PROPERTIES OF THE DENSITY OF STATES OF THE 3D HOFSTADTER MODEL**

There are some general features that can be identified from the DOS profiles, which are displayed in Fig. 5 for $n \leq 8$. We consider, in particular, the behavior of the topological metal phase at filling $\nu \approx 1/n$.

The quantities we adopt to characterize the energy features as a function of $n$ are as follows: the bottom of the lowest band of the system, i.e., the lowest eigenvalue $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$ of the Hamiltonian; the energy location $\epsilon_0$ of the first zero of the DOS; and the number $N_w$ of inequivalent Weyl points in the MBZ at $\epsilon_0$. We also numerically checked that the filling $\nu_w$ of the system in the Weyl phase at $\mu = \epsilon_0$ is $1/n$, as expected from the diagonalization of the $n \times n$ Hamiltonian (A3). These quantities are summarized in Table II (given the chiral sublattice symmetry, symmetric results hold for $\epsilon > 0$).
The position of $\epsilon_0$ is determined through the identification of the DOS zeros. Its value decreases as a function of $n$, and thus for decreasing magnetic fluxes, as can be clearly seen in the left panel of Fig. 6, where we display the function $\epsilon_0 \sim n^{-b}$, with $b \approx -2.8$, as a guide for the eye on top of the estimated values of $\epsilon_0$.

Qualitatively, the same behavior of $\epsilon_0$ is observed for $\epsilon_{\min}$, as shown in the central panel of Fig. 6. Here we consider magnetic fields up to $n \leq 50$, using the Lanczos algorithm [82] to get the lowest eigenvalue of Eq. (A3). To characterize this decreasing behavior, we fit the data with the function

$$\epsilon_{\min} = \alpha + \frac{\beta}{n^\gamma}. \quad (B1)$$

The optimal parameters are found to be $\alpha = -6.09(1)$, $\beta = 6.8(1)$, and $\gamma = 0.79(1)$.

Regarding the number $N_w$ of inequivalent Weyl points in the MBZ, since the system has inversion symmetry but no time-reversal symmetry, its minimum value is 2, allowing for the existence of a pair of Weyl nodes with opposite momenta at the same energy [6,83]. For $n < 8$ we exactly observe two nodes at $\epsilon = \epsilon_0$, as reported in Table II: therefore, within the MBZ, the Hofstadter model hosts the minimum number of nodes compatible with the symmetries of the system, being an example of the so-called ideal Weyl semimetals [84,85].

Denoting with $k_{00}^{(\pm)}$ the positions of the Weyl nodes in momentum space, the effective Hamiltonian around them can be written as

$$\mathcal{H}(\delta k) = f(\delta k) 1 + \sum_{i,j=x,y,z} (\delta k)_i v_{ij} \sigma_j, \quad (B2)$$

with $\delta k = k - k_{00}^{(\pm)}$. The function $f(\delta k)$ represents the overall tilt of the Weyl cone, while the tensor $v_{ij}$ contains the velocity vectors. Their specific form can be computed by expanding the Hamiltonian (A3) around the Weyl points, and then computing the low-energy Hamiltonian (B2) using degenerate perturbation theory. Since there do not exist directions along which the tilt dominates over the pure Weyl part, the Weyl points are of type I. The contributions of these points to the DOS are still quadratic, but the presence of the tilt and anisotropies makes the computations of the DOS coefficients not analytically doable [86].

We finally investigate the difference between the minima of the first and the second bands, $\Delta \epsilon = \epsilon_{\min} - \epsilon_{\min}$, in order to verify that for $\Phi \ll 1$ and filling $\nu \ll 1$ the lattice structure becomes negligible, and the system can be described by its continuum counterpart [22]. We therefore expect $\Delta \epsilon \sim n^{-1}$, in agreement with a Landau levels description of the model. We plot the energy difference $\Delta \epsilon$ as a function of the magnetic field in Fig. 6, observing the expected behavior.

APPENDIX C: TOPOLOGICAL VAN HOVE SINGULARITIES AND WEYL POINTS

We investigate in this Appendix how the energy difference between $\epsilon_0$ and the topological VH singularity vanished as a function of $n$. Denoting with $\epsilon_m^{(R)} > \epsilon_0$ the energy of the first topological VH singularity found by increasing the energy from the Weyl points, we define the parameter

$$\delta \equiv \epsilon_m^{(R)} - \epsilon_0. \quad (C1)$$

whose plot as a function of $n$ is shown in Fig. 7. Apart from the special value of $n = 2$, we observe a net linear trend, therefore we interpolate the data with a linear function of the form $\delta = \tau n + q$. The obtained parameters are $\tau = -0.16(1)$, $q = 1.20(5)$, and the value of $n$ such that the energy difference closes, i.e., $\delta = 0$ corresponds to 7.6(2).

![FIG. 6. Left panel: Weyl node energy $\epsilon_0$ for $n \leq 6$ (a dotted function $\epsilon_0 = n^{-2.8} + \kappa$ is depicted as a guide for the eye). Central panel: $\epsilon_{\min}$ for $n \leq 50$ together with the fit function in Eq. (B1). Right panel: $\Delta \epsilon$ for $25 \leq n \leq 50$, superimposed with the function $\Delta \epsilon \propto n^{-1}$. All the estimated values are obtained through a finite-size scaling analysis, up to $L = 120.$](195127-9)
FIG. 7. Left: energy difference $\delta$ as a function of $n$ for $n \leq 8$. We also plot $\delta = \tau n + q$ (see the text) with the estimated parameter values (blue dashed line) and the line $\delta = 0$ (black dotted line), for which the energy difference closes. The errorbars in the plot are estimated through a binning analysis on the DOS profiles. Right: two lowest energy bands at fixed $k_z = k_z^{(\omega_0)}$, $k_y = k_y^{(\omega_1)}$ (left panel), alongside the DOS of the model (right panel) for $n = 8$. We highlight the VH singularity associated with the minimum of the second band at energy $E_m$ (brown dashed line) and the energy position of the Weyl nodes $E_w > E_m$ (black dashed line).

The associated critical value of the flux $\phi_c = 2\pi/n_c$ is consistent with the estimate found by Hasegawa [22]. In his work, he observed how the energy bands of the Hofstadter model overlap for several pairs $(m, n)$ associated with the flux $\Phi = 2\pi m/n$, finding that this happens for fluxes $\phi > \phi_c$, with $\phi_c$ associated with $(m_c, n_c) = (4, 31) \sim (1, 8)$.

Our analysis on the critical points of the energy bands supports this argument, allowing us to conclude that the contribution of the Weyl point in the DOS for $n \geq 8$ is always screened by the presence of other states from the upper band overlapping at the same energy (see, for example, the right panel of Fig. 7). In this case, the Weyl semimetal phase disappears, and the system enters a more general topological metallic phase. Quantitatively, this is parameterized by the behavior of $\delta(n)$, which linearly closes at $n_c \in (7, 8)$. As a consequence, the DOS for $n > n_c$ no longer displays any a zero at $\epsilon_0$, despite the presence of Weyl points.

APPENDIX D: THE CASE $n = 4$ AT ZERO ENERGY

For $n = 4$, the Hofstadter model shows a peculiar behavior at $\epsilon = 0$. Indeed, at this energy there are two crossing points for the central bands, exactly in correspondence of the two momenta $k_0^{(\pm)} = (0, 0, \pm \pi/2)$. At the same energy there are also two stationary points of the crossing bands, namely a maximum of the second band at $k_M = (0, 0, 0)$ and a minimum of the third band at $k_m = (0, 0, \pi)$, as shown in Fig. 8. We expand the dispersion relations around these points, determining the eigenvalues of the Hessian and the behavior of the DOS at $\epsilon = 0$. The functional forms of the DOS around them are [87,88]

\[
\rho_m(\epsilon \simeq 0) = \begin{cases} 
A\sqrt{\epsilon}, & \epsilon > 0, \\
O(\epsilon), & \epsilon < 0
\end{cases} \\
\rho_M(\epsilon \simeq 0) = \begin{cases} 
A\sqrt{-\epsilon}, & \epsilon < 0, \\
O(\epsilon), & \epsilon > 0
\end{cases}
\]  

where the coefficient $A$, which depends on the curvature of the energy band around the stationary point, turns out to be the same for both the functions, since the Hessians of the dispersion relations in $k_m$ and $k_M$ are equal and opposite, giving rise to the same modulus of the curvature.

The total contribution to the DOS at $\epsilon = 0$ is the sum of the single DOS at the stationary points and at the Weyl points,

\[
\rho(\epsilon = 0) = \rho_m + \rho_M + \rho_W = A\sqrt{\epsilon} + B\epsilon^2, 
\]  

where $B$ is a numerical factor encoding the effects of the tilt and the anisotropy of the Weyl cones [86]. From Eq. (D2) we conclude that the behavior of the DOS around $\epsilon = 0$ is not quadratic, due to the presence of stationary points at the same energy of the Weyl ones.

FIG. 8. Plot of the central bands of the Hofstadter model with $n = 4$ at fixed $k_x = k_y = 0$. We highlight the stationary points $k = (0, 0, \pm \pi)$, $(0,0,0)$ at $\epsilon = 0$ (orange dots) together with the Weyl points (black dots).


